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ABSTRACT

This study analyzes the revenue-model decision of social platforms with a commerce feature. The social platforms can adopt either an advertising model or a brokerage model. We first address the social platform’s optimal pricing strategies under a given revenue model and then present the condition under which each revenue model is optimal. We find that, when the fixed fee is very low (high), the advertising (brokerage) model is always optimal for the social platform. When the fixed fee is medium, the advertising model is optimal for the social platform if the disutility of advertisements is very low; otherwise, the brokerage model is optimal. Interestingly, we find that the condition under which each revenue model is optimal also enables the social platform to be allocated more profits from the supply chain. This study enriches the theoretical foundation on the revenue model decision of the social platform which connects three (when the brokerage model is adopted) or four (when the advertising model is adopted) different groups of agents. Our findings provide insights into the revenue-model decision of a social platform with commerce.
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1. Introduction

Emerging Web 2.0 technologies and social media have changed how business is conducted as well as the way that people communicate, collaborate, and live [Busalim & Hussin 2016]. Given the rapid development of social media, social platforms are constantly enriching and improving features to meet the growing demands of users, hoping to attract more users and to increase user stickiness. Social platforms also try to exploit the installed base of users to obtain more revenue by expanding their profit channels. The development of e-commerce also has made
online shopping increasingly popularly. The combination of social networking and e-commerce has become a pursuit of platforms, which also promotes the formation of social commerce.

Many social platforms incorporate a commerce feature for higher profits. For example, Facebook launched Marketplace to facilitate the buying and selling of products between consumers and sellers [Lee 2018]. As of October 2016, Marketplace has grown at a rate of 18 million new listings per month, and search volume had increased threefold. A report found that more than 800 million people used Marketplace each month to buy or sell across the 71 countries where it was operational, including one out of three U.S. Facebook users [Perez 2018]. The Little Red Book is a platform to share and read product reviews and lifestyle tips across a host of product categories. The unique aspect of this platform is community and user experience. It achieved 85 million monthly active users in the first half of 2019, of which a high proportion were women from China’s first- and second-tier cities [Norris 2019]. There is also a specific shopping area in the Little Red Book platform. For Pinterest, it launched a small-business shop on its site as it leaned into shopping in 2019. “Pinterest Shop” enables users to shop from 17 small businesses. The Pinterest platform is particularly popular with mothers, who make up 80% of its total U.S. audience, according to a Comscore study [Feiner 2019]. These social platforms, however, choose different models to profit from the commerce feature. To generate more profits, Facebook began to allow a select number of advertisers to run ads in Marketplace in 2017. Then, without making a formal announcement, Facebook opened the ability to run ads in Marketplace to all U.S. advertisers in January 2018 and expanded this feature to Canada in May 2018 [Gesenhues 2018]. Instead of profiting from advertisers, Little Red Book and Pinterest generate revenue from sellers in the commerce module, as merchants need to pay a deposit fee and commission fee for selling products.

An important observation is that a social platform with a commerce feature can adopt either an advertising model or a brokerage model. In the advertising model, consistent with the revenue model deployed by Facebook, sellers can sell their products in Marketplace for free, and Facebook generates profit by attracting advertisers to advertise their products in Marketplace. The brokerage model is consistent with the revenue model adopted by Little Red Book and Pinterest, which also launched a specific shopping area, in which profit is generated by charging a transaction fee and a fixed fee to sellers. The main difference between the advertising and brokerage models is as follows. If a social platform adopts an advertising model, the addition of consumers has a positive effect on the advertiser, whereas an increase in the number of advertisers reduces consumer’s utility. Consequently, the platform should be cautious about the tradeoff between the demands of different groups when it sets an advertising fee to maximize profit. Alternatively, if the social platform adopts a brokerage model, it should adjust the transaction fee to balance the consumer demand and the seller’s and the platform’s profits. Thus, it is not clear which revenue model is optimal for a platform to adopt and how a social platform can profit from the commerce feature. This study develops an analytical framework to establish guidelines for the social platform. We focus on determining the better revenue model for the social platform and analyzing the effect of the revenue rate of advertisers on platforms’ decision making.

Regardless of the adoption of an ad revenue model for the advertising revenue of the platform, two types models are relevant: the performance-based model and the cost-per-thousand-impressions (CPM) (i.e., cost-per-mile) model. Performance-based revenue models take into account user ad aversion and charge advertisers on the basis of user actions. For example, in cost-per-click (CPC)—a highly successful and popular performance-based model—advertisers pay only when their ads generate clicks [Lin et al. 2012]. Our research considers the setting in which the platform can choose a CPM or CPC ad revenue model for its ad service when the advertising model is adopted. We first compare the two kinds of advertising models with the brokerage model and then derive the optimal revenue model for the social platform.

The study considers a monopoly market for a social platform with the commerce feature. The platform adopts either an advertising model or a brokerage model. We determine the better revenue model for the social platform and analyze the impacts of several factors (e.g., the revenue rate of advertisers) on the choice of strategy. Specifically, we answer the following questions: Which revenue model, i.e., the advertising model or the brokerage model, should be chosen when a social platform decides to provide the commerce feature? How do the characteristic of advertisers affect the choice of the revenue model? How does the revenue rate of advertisers affect the decision to charge an advertising fee under advertising model? What are the effects of the revenue-model decision on customer surplus and profit allocation in the supply chain?

To answer these questions, we develop a game-theoretic model in which a monopolistic social platform intends to provide a commerce feature by which a seller can sell his or her product or service, and consumers can purchase the product or service. As noted, the social platform can generate revenue from an advertising model or a brokerage model. The social platform chooses a CPM or CPC ad revenue model for its ad service under the advertising model. The main contributions of this study concern practical and theoretical aspects. In regard to the provision of a commerce feature (the practical aspect), this study can help the social platforms to choose a better revenue model to
generate more profits. Further, our findings can provide social platforms with strategic support to maximize their profits while meeting the demands of consumers and sellers. In terms of the theoretical aspect, this study enriches the theoretical research on social commerce and revenue model decisions. The existing theoretical literature on social commerce mainly focuses on the decision of, at most, three different groups of agents, whereas we consider the decisions of three (when the brokerage model is adopted) or four (when the advertising model is adopted) different groups of agents. Moreover, the existing theoretical literature on revenue-model decision is mainly based on the traditional e-commerce while ignoring the social feature. Our study enriches the theoretical foundation on the social platform’s revenue-model decision. Most importantly, our theoretical finding implies that the social platform should pay attention to the fixed fee and the interaction between advertisers and consumers when choosing the revenue model, a decision that contributes to the business management.

The main findings are as follows. First, the fixed fee and disutility of advertisements to consumers affect the revenue-model decision of the social platform. Specifically, the social platform makes more profits under the advertising model when the fixed fee is very low. When the fixed fee is medium and the disutility of advertisements is very low, the social platform obtains more profits under the advertising model. The social platform obtains more profits under the brokerage model when the fixed fee is medium and the disutility of advertisements is very high. The social platform prefers the brokerage model when the fixed fee is very high. Interestingly, when the social platform adopts the CPC ad revenue model, it receives less revenue from the ad service. Thus, the situation in which the advertising model is always an optimal choice does not appear. We also analyze the influence of the revenue rate of advertisers on the social platform’s revenue-model decision. The platform prefers the advertising model as the revenue rate of advertisers with high revenue rate increases. As the revenue rate of advertisers with a low revenue rate increases, the platform prefers the advertising model when the value of the commerce feature is very high but prefers the brokerage model when the value of the commerce feature is very low.

Second, the impact of the revenue rate of advertisers on the decision of the advertising fee under the advertising model. In particular, as the revenue rate of advertisers with a high revenue rate increases, the optimal advertising fee to advertisers with a high revenue rate increases, while the optimal advertising fee to advertisers with a low revenue rate decreases. Similarly, the optimal advertising fee to advertisers with a low revenue rate increases with the revenue rate of advertisers with a low revenue rate. Interestingly, as the revenue rate of advertisers with a high revenue rate increases, the advertising fee to advertisers with a low revenue rate depends on the composition of different types of advertisers and the difference in the revenue rate between advertisers with a high revenue rate and those with a low revenue rate.

Third, the customer surplus is higher under the advertising model when the value of the commerce feature is very high. When the value of the commerce feature is very low, the customer surplus is higher under the advertising model if the disutility of advertisements is very low; otherwise, the customer surplus is higher under the brokerage model. Interestingly, when the social platform adopts the CPC advertising model, the customer surplus is higher under the advertising model when the disutility of advertisements is very high.

Finally, the social platform could be allocated more profits from the supply chain under the advertising model when the fixed fee is very low. When the fixed fee is medium and the disutility of advertisements is very low, the social platform could be allocated more profits under the advertising model. The social platform could be allocated more profits under the brokerage model when the fixed fee is medium and the disutility of advertisements is very high. The social platform could be allocated more profits under the brokerage model when the fixed fee is very high. Interestingly, when the social platform deploys the CPC ad revenue model, it makes more profits under the brokerage model; thus, the situation in which the platform could always be allocated more profits under the advertising model does not appear.

The remainder of the study is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the related literature. Section 3 presents the setup of our basic model. Section 4 concerns the optimal revenue model for the social platform and provides an analysis of the influence of exogenous factors on the decisions of platform. Section 5 presents a comparison of customer surplus and profit allocation in the supply chain between the advertising and brokerage models. Section 6 contains an extended model with non-linear disutility of advertisers to consumers. Section 7 provides the conclusion and managerial insights from this study. Section 8 presents directions for future work.

2. Related Literature

Our research is closely related to two streams of the literature: revenue-model decision and social commerce.

2.1 Revenue-model decision

This study contributes to the emerging research literature that focuses on the revenue-model decision. In the process of growth, enterprises always face the difficulty of revenue-model decisions and must choose one that best suits their enterprise development. Thus, many studies on the revenue-model decision provide theoretical support for
business development (e.g., Yang et al. [2017]). For example, Jing et al. [2011] investigate the decisions of the seller and two types of consumers; compare the revenue model of group buying with traditional individual-selling strategies and another popular social interaction scheme, referral rewards programs; and analyze the best revenue model for selling through social interactions. Chen et al. [2016] take eBay and Taobao as examples and compare the two alternative revenue models for generating profit on online consumer-to-consumer platforms: the advertising model and the commission model. Under the advertising model, Chen et al. [2016] consider how sellers promote their products in advertising space, whereas our research considers how extrinsic advertisers show their content on the social platform and analyze the influence of these advertisers’ revenue rate on the revenue-model decision of the platform. Li et al. [2020] consider the decisions of social platforms, advertisers, and users; investigate which revenue model (advertising or freemium) the social platform should choose by considering the duopoly competition; and analyze the customer surplus under different revenue models. We further consider the transaction of products on the social platform as well as the situation in which the platform charges different advertising fees to different advertisers. Schiff [2003] investigates the decisions of the platform and two types of consumers, develops a framework that encompasses matching service and platform revenue models that adopt subscription or per-transaction pricing, and analyzes customer surplus under different revenue models. Ryan et al. [2012] consider a setting in which a firm operates an online marketplace through which retailers can sell products directly to consumers and investigate the decisions of the platform, retailer, and consumers. The retailer decides whether to sell the products in the online marketplace of the platform, while the platform decides whether to sell the competitive products to compete with the retailers. Chen et al. [2015] analyze the situation in which large online retailers (such as Amazon and JD.com) decide whether to open their platforms to allow competitors to sell products and investigate the decision of large online retailers, competitors, and consumers. Li et al. [2018] analyze the optimal distribution strategy of enterprise software by taking into account the distinct features of enterprise software for both short- and long-term problems. Dou et al. [2020] investigate a platform’s pricing strategy when consumers are categorized into two distinct groups and compare the equilibrium results derived under scenarios with and without consumer categorization.

Our study differs from the aforementioned studies in four key aspects. First, we focus on the revenue-model decision of the social platform that intends to realize a commerce feature. Second, whereas existing literature analyzes the decision of, at most, three groups of agents, our research considers the decisions of four groups of agents: social platform, seller, advertisers, and consumers. Third, we analyze the influence of the characteristics of advertisers on the revenue-model decision of the social platform. Finally, whereas most of the existing literature analyzes customer surplus to enrich the platform’s results, we further investigate the supply chain profit allocation under different revenue models.

2.2 Social commerce

Our study also contributes to the literature on social commerce. Given the rapid development of e-commerce and social media, their combination has become a general trend, seen in the emergence of the concept of social commerce. Social commerce refers to the use of social media (or social network) to facilitate user participation in online businesses. [Zhou et al. 2013; Qiu et al. 2020]. Although the concept of social commerce has been increasingly used and has gained interest among scholars beginning in 2010, research on social commerce is still in the early stages of development [Zhang & Wang 2012]. Much of this research, by adopting an empirical method, explores the factors that affect consumers’ consumption attitudes on the social platform. For example, by conducting two between-subject experiments, Lopez et al. [2019] investigates how Facebook’s “buy buttons” can affect social platform users’ shopping-related attitudinal and behavioral responses and how providing users with a safe shopping environment can affect their shopping-related responses. Yahia et al. [2018] analyze the influence of factors such as trust, social support, and the platform’s perceived usage on consumers’ social commerce intent and explain the interaction between these factors based on the relevant data of Instagram users. Li [2019] applies a stimulus-organism-response model to investigate the influences of social commerce sites on consumers’ virtual experiences and their intentions to purchase products. Jiang et al. [2019] consider information support and social presence theory and construct a theoretical model to examine how information support moderates the relationship between different social presence dimensions and trust in social commerce. Rezaeian et al. [2016] investigate the moderating effect of culture and the mediating role of trust in a social network community in regard to social identity, trust transference (familiarity), social influence (intimacy and friendship), cognitive style, and the intention to purchase in the social business environment. Hu et al. [2016] apply the stimulus-organism-response model and use the empirical model to reveal the influence of peer-member characteristics and technical features of a social shopping website on consumers’ purchase intentions. Akman et al. [2017] using a survey approach to determine important behavioral factors, such as satisfaction, ethics, trust, enjoyment or ease, social pressure, and awareness, investigate the factors that influence consumer intention toward the adoption of e-commerce. Nan et al. [2017] investigate how much
product uncertainty varied by reviews, and analyze the influence of product uncertainty on consumers’ purchasing behavior. Different from the existing research, we establish a game-theory model to investigate the pricing strategy and the revenue-model decision for a platform with social commerce and analyze the influence of the characteristics of advertisers, such as their revenue rate, on the revenue-model decision of the social platform.

Another stream of research on social commerce focuses on the advantages of using social media for the seller. For example, Wang et al. [2019] hold the view that social media is a widely used marketing tool for reaching potential customers who can learn about products and interact with sellers in real-time. A seller’s marketing microblogs, however, may backfire by dominating the social space. Thus, Wang et al. [2019] empirically quantify the optimal level of marketing aggressiveness to achieve maximum popularity in social media. Kumar et al. [2013] show that social media can be used to generate growth in sales, return on investment, and positive word of mouth; it can spread brand knowledge further by creating a unique metric to measure the net influence wielded by a user in a social network and a customer influence effect and predict the user’s ability to generate the spread of viral information. Ma et al. [2015] find that consumers who frequently communicate in social networks often make similar purchase decisions and that this similarity may stem from a variety of factors. They believe that there is an interaction between consumers on social platforms and prove the importance of social platforms in promoting the product sales of the merchant. Xiang et al. [2016] introduce the parasocial interaction theory to examine the influence of social relationship factors on the formation of impulse-buying behavior and demonstrate that consumers’ perceived enjoyment and impulse-buying tendencies affect their impulsive-buying urge significantly. Ye et al. [2013], by conducting empirical research on Mogujie, find that seller reputation seems to have a different impact on the sales price on different platforms. In digital era, virtual brand communities (VBCs) play an important role in building and strengthening companies’ brands and in maintaining customer relationships. Wang et al. [2017] collect primary and secondary data from two VBCs to demonstrate the role of regulatory fit in consumers’ VBC participation. They find that the regulatory fit between promotion focus and brand ideal self-congruence has significant positive impacts on utilitarian and hedonic benefits.

In conclusion, the existing studies on social commerce mainly focus on consumers’ attitudes toward social commerce and explore the factors that influence their attitude. Moreover, they focus on the advantages of using social media for the seller’s side. In contrast, this study combines social networking and e-commerce and develops a stylized economic model to analyze the revenue-model decision from the perspective of the social platform that intends to realize a commerce feature.

3. The Basic Model

We consider a monopoly market for a social platform that intends to provide a commerce feature by which sellers can sell their products or services. Similar to Chen et al. [2015], our model considers a setting in which a seller who sells only one kind of product on one side of the social platform and several buyers (i.e., consumers on platform) might purchase the product. In addition, several advertisers can display their contents on a specific space related to the commerce feature of the platform, and consumers can decide whether to consume the product sold on the social platform. The social platform chooses the method of generating profit, using either an advertising model or a brokerage model (denoted as Model B). Moreover, the social platform might choose CPM (denoted as Model M) or CPC (denoted as Model C) ad revenue models for its ad service under the advertising model. Thus, to maximize the profit, the platform must make a series of decisions, including the choice of revenue model, the advertising fee charged to advertisers under the advertising model, and the transaction fee charged to the seller under the brokerage model, to balance the relationship between consumers and sellers or advertisers.

Consumers. There is a continuum of consumers with a unit mass on the social platform. Consumers can decide whether to buy the product on the social platform, and each has at most one unit demand for the product. Note that different consumers may perceive a different feeling of trust and sense of belonging to the social platform [Akman et al. 2017]; thus, consumers are heterogeneous in their preference for shopping on the social platform. We capture this preference heterogeneity via parameter $\theta \sim U[0,1]$. Due to the operational simplicity of the shopping process and the completeness of related functions, each consumer can perceive a value $v$ when shopping on the platform [Yahia et al. 2018]. On the one hand, the more consumers on the social platform, the more valuable and significant information about the product a consumer can get through the social networking service or the online product reviews [Hu et al. 2016]. On the other hand, more consumers could derive more friendship value through the platform’s social networking service [Rezaeian et al. 2016]. Thus, the value that consumers get from shopping on the platform will be greater. In addition, several studies consider the network effects to be linear in the size of the user base [Ellison & Fudenberg 2000; Jing 2007; Li & Chen 2012; Etzion & Pang 2014]. Thus, we use $\gamma D_i, i \in \{M, C, B\}$ to denote the social value, where $\gamma$ denotes the strength of social effect and $D_i, i \in \{M, C, B\}$ denotes the size of consumers on the social platform.
A consumer’s utility from a product that displays network effects is usually modeled as a function of the product’s intrinsic value and of the number of consumers who use the product [Ellison & Fudenberg 2000; Etzion & Pang 2014]. In this study, we adopt a similar approach and model the value that a consumer obtains from the product as an additive function of the intrinsic value of the product \(v_0\) and the social value \(\gamma D_i, i \in \{M, C, B\}\). Therefore, a consumer’s utility for consuming products on the social platform is the value that a consumer obtains from the product that adds to the value that a consumer derives from consuming on the social platform \(\theta v\) minus the price of the product \(p_i, i \in \{M, C, B\}\). Moreover, following the literature (e.g., Li et al. [2020]), consumers derive a disutility \(cQ_i, i \in \{M, C\}\) when advertisers display their content on the social platform, where \(c\) represents the displeasure of a consumer from the participation of each advertiser. \(Q_i, i \in \{M, C\}\) denotes the number of advertisers on the social platform. In summary, consumer utility can be presented as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
  u_i &= v_0 + \theta v + \gamma D_i - cQ_i - p_i, \quad i \in \{M, C\}, \\
  u_B &= v_0 + \theta v + \gamma D_B - p_B.
\end{align*}
\]

When \(u_i \geq 0, i \in \{M, C, B\}\), a consumer will consume the product sold on the social platform.

**Advertisers.** A continuum of advertisers with a unit mass show their content in a space provided on the social platform. Each incurs different fixed costs \(\tau\) to access the platform. The costs satisfy a uniform distribution with support \([0,1]\). Consistent with existing studies (e.g., Chen et al. [2016], Li et al. [2020]), we do not consider the competition between advertisers, and each advertiser publishes only one advertisement. In practice, different advertisers receive different revenue from an advertisement; thus, we consider two types of advertisers in the model, who pay different advertising fees to the platform. The advertisers with a higher revenue rate \(\beta_H\) are H-type advertisers, and the advertisers with a lower revenue rate \(\beta_L\) are L-type advertisers. Different revenue rates may result from different product categories and different costs in the customer-relationship management. The proportion of H-type advertisers is \(b\) \((0 < b < 1)\), and the proportion of L-type advertisers is \(1 - b\). We use \(\beta (\tilde{\beta} = b\beta_H + (1 - b)\beta_L)\) to denote the average revenue rate of two advertisers so that the results are more concise. The difference between the CPC and CPM models is as follows. Under the CPM model, advertisers receive revenue purely on the basis of the number of consumers’ adopting the service; thus, advertisers’ revenue is \(\beta_k D_k, k \in \{H, L\}\). Under the CPC model, however, advertisers generate ad revenue only when consumers click on ads. As shown in Lin et al. [2012], consumers are more likely to click on the ads when the displeasure of a consumer from the participation of each advertiser is lower. Their actions (e.g., clicks) signal interest, and advertisers’ revenue is contingent on such actions. Because consumers do not always click on ads, consumers’ probability of clicking on ads should be only a fraction of \(1 - c\); we denote this probability by \((1 - c)\tau\), where \(\tau \in (0,1)\) is the click rate parameter that adjusts a consumer’s ad aversion to his or her clicking probability [Lin et al. 2012]. Therefore, the advertisers’ revenue under the CPC model is \((1 - c)\tau\beta_k D_k, k \in \{H, L\}\). In addition, advertisers pay \(w_i^k, i \in \{M, C\}, k \in \{H, L\}\) for displaying content. The utility of the social platform’s advertisers under the CPC advertising model is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
  H\text{-type (b): } U^H_M &= \beta_H D_M - t^H_M - w^H_M, \\
  L\text{-type (1-b): } U^L_M &= \beta_L D_M - t^L_M - w^L_M.
\end{align*}
\]

The utility of the social platform’s advertisers under the CPC advertising model is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
  H\text{-type (b): } U^H_C &= (1 - c)\tau D_C \beta_H - t^H_C - w^H_C, \\
  L\text{-type (1-b): } U^L_C &= (1 - c)\tau D_C \beta_L - t^L_C - w^L_C.
\end{align*}
\]

When \(U^i_C \geq 0, i \in \{M, C\}, k \in \{H, L\}\), an advertiser will advertise on the social platform.

**Platform.** Under the advertising model, the seller can sell on the social platform for free, and the platform generates profit when two types of advertisers pay the advertising fee \(w_i^k, i \in \{M, C\}, k \in \{H, L\}\) for displaying content. Under the brokerage model, the seller pays a transaction fee \(f\) for each sale, and a fixed fee \(s\), such as an annual service fee, to the social platform. We can derive the payoff of the social platform \(\Pi_i, i \in \{M, C, B\}\) as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
  \Pi_M &= w^M_D Q^M_M + w^M_D Q^M_M, \\
  \Pi_C &= w^C_D Q^C_C + w^C_D Q^C_C, \\
  \Pi_B &= f D_B + s,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(D_B\) denotes the consumer demand under the brokerage model, and \(Q^i_k, i \in \{M, C\}, k \in \{H, L\}\) denotes the number of k-type advertisers under model \(i\).

**Seller.** Under the advertising model, the seller can sell on the social platform for free. Thus, his or her payoff is equal to the total revenue that he or she earns from selling the products. While under the brokerage model, the seller pays the transaction fee \(f\) on each sale and a fixed fee \(s\), such as an annual service fee, to the social platform. The payoff a seller derives \(\pi_i, i \in \{M, C, B\}\) is as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
  \pi_M &= p_M D_M, \\
  \pi_C &= p_C D_C.
\end{align*}
\]
where $D_i, i \in \{M, C, B\}$ denotes the consumer demand under model $i$ and $p_i, i \in \{M, C, B\}$ denotes the price of the product under model $i$.

The sequence of decisions proceeds as follows. In the first stage, the platform chooses a revenue model. In the second stage, the platform decides on the advertising fee for different types of advertisers (transaction fee $f$ to seller) under the advertising model (brokerage model), and the seller decides on the price of his or her product. Finally, the demands and profits are realized. The notations are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Description of Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable/Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$v_0$</td>
<td>Intrinsic value of the product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>Basic value of the social platform’s commerce feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta \sim \mathcal{U}[0,1]$</td>
<td>Consumer preferences for shopping on the social platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c (0 &lt; c &lt; 1)$</td>
<td>Negative utility of each advertiser to the consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_k, k \in {H, L}$</td>
<td>Ad revenue rate of $k$-type advertisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>Click rate parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Strength of social effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_i, i \in {M, C, B}$</td>
<td>Price of the product under model $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w^*_i, i \in {M, C, B}, k \in {H, L}$</td>
<td>Advertising fee to $k$-type advertisers under model $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>Transaction fee charged by the platform to the seller for each sale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>Fixed fee charged to the seller under the brokerage model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t \sim \mathcal{U}[0,1]$</td>
<td>Advertiser’s fixed cost for accessing the social platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>Adjustment parameter of negative utility caused by advertisement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_i, i \in {M, C}$</td>
<td>Number of advertisers under model $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_i, i \in {M, C, B}$</td>
<td>Size of consumers on the social platform under model $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi_i, i \in {M, C, B}$</td>
<td>Payoff of the seller under model $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi_i, i \in {M, C, B}$</td>
<td>Payoff of the platform under model $i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Revenue Model Decision

In this section, we first derive the optimal results under each revenue model and analyze the impact of the revenue rate of advertisers on the advertising fee charged by the social platform under the advertising model. Then, we compare the optimal results formulated under the advertising and brokerage models to recommend the better one for the social platform. Finally, we discuss the influence of the characteristic of advertisers on the revenue-model decision of the social platform.

In the process of obtaining the optimal results, the social platform maximizes its profit by deciding on the optimal advertising fee or transaction fee, while the seller maximizes his or her profit by deciding on the optimal price of his or her product. Based on the best-response function, we can derive the optimal price and the optimal advertising (transaction) fee. Further, by substituting the optimal price and the optimal advertising (transaction) fee into the profit functions, we can obtain the optimal profits of the seller and the social platform. The following lemmas summarize the optimal outcomes.

**Lemma 1:** When the social platform chooses the CPM advertising model, the optimal advertising fee charged to $H$-type advertisers is

$$w^{H*} = \frac{(v + v_0)[4(v-y)\beta_H + 3c(1-b)\beta_H + 4cb\beta_H^2 + c(1-b)\beta_L^2]}{8(2v-2y+c\beta_L)(v-y+c\beta_L-b(c\beta_H-\beta_L)(c\beta_H-17c\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2)^2}.$$  

The optimal advertising fee charged to $L$-type advertisers is

$$w^{L*} = \frac{(v + v_0)[4(v-y)\beta_L + 3cb\beta_H + c(1-b)\beta_L^2]}{8(2v-2y+c\beta_L)(v-y+c\beta_L-b(c\beta_H-\beta_L)(c\beta_H-17c\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2)^2}.$$  

The optimal profit of the products set by the seller is

$$p^*_M = \frac{8(2v-2y+c\beta_L)(v-y+c\beta_L-b(c\beta_H-\beta_L)(c\beta_H-17c\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2)^2}{4(v + v_0)^2(c\beta + v-y)(3c\beta + 4v-4y)^2}.$$  

The optimal profits of the seller and the platform are

$$\pi^*_M = \frac{8(2v-2y+c\beta_L)(v-y+c\beta_L-b(c\beta_H-\beta_L)(c\beta_H-17c\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2)^2}{(v + v_0)^2(b\beta_H^2-b\beta_L^2 + b^2)}$$  

and

$$\Pi^*_M = \frac{8(2v-2y+c\beta_L)(v-y+c\beta_L-b(c\beta_H-\beta_L)(c\beta_H-17c\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2)^2}{(v + v_0)^2(b\beta_H^2-b\beta_L^2 + b^2)}$$  

and the optimal number of advertisers and consumer demand are
\[ Q_H = \frac{(v+v_0)[2\beta_L(v+2\gamma+c\beta_L)-b(\beta_H-\beta_L)(c\beta_H-5c\beta_L-4v+\gamma)+3b^2(c(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2)]}{8(2v+2y+c\beta_L)(v-y+c\beta_L)-bc(\beta_H-\beta_L)(c\beta_H-17\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2} \]
and \[ D_H = \frac{(v+v_0)(3\beta+4v-4y)}{8(2v+2y+c\beta_L)(v-y+c\beta_L)-bc(\beta_H-\beta_L)(c\beta_H-17\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2}. \]

**Proof.** All proofs are in the appendix unless indicated otherwise.

**Lemma 2:** When the social platform chooses the CPC advertising model, the optimal advertising fee charged to H-type advertisers is

\[ w_H^* = \frac{(1-c)(v+v_0)[4(v-y)\beta_H+3c(1-c)\beta_H+4c(1-c)b\beta_H^2+c(1-c)\beta_H^2]}{8(2v+2y+c(1-c)\beta_H)(v-y+c(1-c)\beta_H)-bc(1-c)(\beta_H-\beta_L)(c(1-c)\beta_H-17\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(1-c)^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2}, \]

the optimal advertising fee charged to L-type advertisers is

\[ w_L^* = \frac{(1-c)(v+v_0)[4(v-y)\beta_L+3c(1-c)b\beta_L^2+c(1-c)\beta_L^2]}{8(2v+2y+c(1-c)\beta_L)(v-y+c(1-c)\beta_L)-bc(1-c)(\beta_H-\beta_L)(c(1-c)\beta_H-17\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(1-c)^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2}, \]

the optimal price of the products set by the seller is

\[ p_s^* = 2\frac{(v+v_0)[(c(1-c)\beta_H^2+b+4v+4y)\beta_H^2]}{3c(1-c)\beta_H^2+24v+24y} \]

and the optimal profits of the seller and the platform are

\[ \pi_s^* = \frac{(v+v_0)^2[2(1-c)^2(\beta_H^2+b^2\beta_L^2+\beta_L^2)]}{8(2v+2y+c(1-c)\beta_H)(v-y+c(1-c)\beta_H)-bc(1-c)(\beta_H-\beta_L)(c(1-c)\beta_H-17\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(1-c)^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2}, \]

and the optimal number of advertisers and consumer demand are

\[ Q_s^* = \frac{(1-c)(v+v_0)[2\beta_H(2v+2y+c(1-c)\beta_H)-b(\beta_H-\beta_L)(c\beta_H-5c\beta_L-4v+\gamma)+3b^2c(1-c)^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2]}{8(2v+2y+c(1-c)\beta_H)(v-y+c(1-c)\beta_H)-bc(1-c)(\beta_H-\beta_L)(c(1-c)\beta_H-17\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(1-c)^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2} \]

and \[ D_s^* = \frac{(v+v_0)[(c(1-c)\beta_H^2+b+4v+4y)]}{8(2v+2y+c(1-c)\beta_H)(v-y+c(1-c)\beta_H)-bc(1-c)(\beta_H-\beta_L)(c(1-c)\beta_H-17\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(1-c)^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2}. \]

**Lemma 3:** When the social platform chooses the brokerage model, the optimal transaction fee charged by the platform is

\[ f^* = \frac{v+v_0}{2}, \]

the optimal price of the products set by the seller is

\[ p_s^* = \frac{3(v+v_0)^2}{4}, \]

the optimal profits of the seller and the platform are

\[ \pi_s^* = \frac{5(v+v_0)^2}{4} - s, \]

and \[ \pi^*_p = \frac{5(v+v_0)^2}{4} + s; \]

and the optimal consumer demand is

\[ D_s^* = \frac{v+v_0}{4(v-y)}. \]

The effect of the revenue rate of advertisers on the advertising fee is summarized by the following proposition.

**Proposition 1:** Under the given model, all other parameters being equal,

(i) the advertising fee to H-type advertisers \( w^{hi}_H \), \( i \in \{M, C\} \), increases with the ad revenue rate of H-type advertisers \( \beta_H \);

(ii) there exists thresholds \( b^*, k^* \), and \( k^{**} \) (\( k^* < k^{**} \)) when \( \frac{\beta_H}{\beta_L} < k^* \), the advertising fee to L-type advertisers \( w^{li}_L \), \( i \in \{M, C\} \), decreases with the ad revenue rate of H-type advertisers \( \beta_H \) when \( \frac{\beta_H}{\beta_L} > k^{**} \); the advertising fee to L-type advertisers \( w^{li}_L \), \( i \in \{M, C\} \), increases with the ad revenue rate of H-type advertisers \( \beta_H \), when \( k^* < \frac{\beta_H}{\beta_L} < k^{**} \); the advertising fee to L-type advertisers \( w^{li}_L \), \( i \in \{M, C\} \), decreases with the ad revenue rate of H-type advertisers \( \beta_H \) when \( b < b^* \); while the advertising fee to L-type advertisers \( w^{li}_L \), \( i \in \{M, C\} \), decreases with the ad revenue rate of H-type advertisers \( \beta_H \) when \( b > b^* \);

(iii) the advertising fee to H-type advertisers \( w^{hi}_H \), \( i \in \{M, C\} \), decreases with the ad revenue rate of L-type advertisers \( \beta_L \);

(iv) the advertising fee to L-type advertisers \( w^{li}_L \), \( i \in \{M, C\} \), increases with the ad revenue rate of L-type advertisers \( \beta_L \).
Proposition 1 indicates that several factors, such as the revenue rate of H-type advertisers, influence the advertising fee decision of the social platform. In general, as the revenue rate of any type of advertisers increases, the social platform will adjust the advertising fee to both types of advertisers to realize the optimal profit. Intuitively, the optimal advertising fee to H-type (L-type) advertisers increases with $\beta_H (\beta_L)$. This is because the platform sets a higher price to control the number of advertisers when they gain more revenue. The optimal advertising fee to H-type advertisers, however, decreases with $\beta_L$. The reason is that, when $\beta_L$ increases, there will be more L-type advertisers on the social platform, which causes the reduction of consumer demand. As a result, H-type advertisers gain less revenue. Thus, the platform sets a lower advertising fee to retain H-type advertisers.

Interestingly, when $\beta_H$ is sufficiently higher than $\beta_L$, the optimal advertising fee to L-type advertisers increases with $\beta_H$. The reason is that the social platform can make enough profit from H-type advertisers, and the entrance of L-type advertisers is ignored due to the small ad revenue that they generate. When $\beta_L$ is moderately lower than $\beta_H$, the optimal advertising fee to L-type advertisers decreases with $\beta_H$. In this case, the profit from L-type advertisers is not so small that the platform needs to set a lower price to serve more L-type advertisers. In addition, when the difference between $\beta_H$ and $\beta_L$ is medium, $b$ also influences the advertising fee to L-type advertisers. Specifically, the optimal advertising fee to L-type advertisers decreases with $\beta_H$ when $b$ is very high, and the optimal advertising fee to L-type advertisers increases with $\beta_H$ when $b$ is very low. A lower $b$ means that the proportion of L-type advertisers is very high, and the social platform needs to control the number of L-type advertisers to ensure the proper number of advertisers on the platform. When $b$ is very high, the social platform can reduce the advertising fee to retain more L-type advertisers. Based on the analysis above, the social platform can adjust the advertising fee to both types of advertisers when the revenue rate of any type advertisers changes.

Given the profits under the advertising and brokerage revenue models, we can answer the question: Which revenue model is optimal for the social platform? The following propositions summarize the answers to this question.

**Proposition 2:** Suppose that the social platform adopts the CPM ad revenue model:
(i) when $\frac{(v+v_0)^2}{8(v-\gamma)} < s < s_{MB1}$, the social platform always prefers the advertising model;
(ii) when $s_{MB2} < s < \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{16(v-\gamma)}$, the social platform always prefers the brokerage model;
(iii) when $s_{MB1} < s < s_{MB2}$, the social platform prefers the advertising model when $c \in (0, c_{MB})$, while the social platform prefers the brokerage model when $c \in (c_{MB}, 1)$,

where $s_{MB1} = \frac{8(v-\gamma)(b\beta_H^2-b\beta_L^2)(v+v_0)^2}{16(v-\gamma)^2}$, $s_{MB2} = \frac{b\beta_H^2-b\beta_L^2-2v+2\gamma}{16(v-\gamma)^2}$, and $c_{MB}$ is the unique solution of $\frac{(v+v_0)^2}{8(v-\gamma)} + s = \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{8(v-\gamma)} - \frac{b\beta_H^2-b\beta_L^2-2v+2\gamma}{16(v-\gamma)^2}$.

Proposition 2 indicates that, when the social platform adopts the CPM ad revenue model under the advertising model, the optimal revenue model is determined by the fixed fee charged by the social platform to the seller $s$ and the disutility of each advertiser to the consumers $c$. The revenue-model decision of the social platform is illustrated in Figure 1. As shown in region (i), when the fixed fee is very low (i.e., $s_{MB1} > 0, 0 < s < s_{MB1}$) or the subsidy that the platform needs to provide to retain the seller is very high (i.e., $s_{MB1} > 0, s < 0$), the social platform increases the brokerage fee, while the social platform prefers the advertising model (i.e., $s < s_{MB1}$). As $s$ further increases (i.e., $s_{MB1} < s < s_{MB2}$), the social platform makes more profits under the advertising model when the disutility of each advertiser to the consumers is very low (i.e., $0 < c < c_{MB}$), and the social platform makes more profits under the brokerage model when the disutility of each advertiser to the consumers is very high (i.e., $c_{MB} < c < 1$). Specifically, as illustrated in region (ii), when $c$ is very low, consumers feel little displeasure with advertisements on the platform. As a result, the number of consumers who are willing to consume on the social platform are large enough to attract sufficient advertisers to display their advertisements on the platform. Thus, the social platform makes more profits by choosing an advertising fee to the advertisers and prefers the advertising model.

However, in region (iii) of Figure 1, where $c$ exceeds the threshold $c_{MB}$, consumers are sensitive to advertisements, and they prefer to use the consuming service without any advertisements. Clearly, it is difficult for the social platform to attract advertisers through the commerce feature, and the social platform cannot gain profit.
under the advertising model. Therefore, the brokerage model is a better choice. Further, when the fixed fee is very high (i.e., \( s_{MB2} < s < \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{16(v−\gamma)} \)), which corresponds to region (iv), the social platform benefits more under the brokerage model because a sufficiently high fixed fee guarantees that the platform’s profit under the brokerage model always exceeds that under the advertising model.

![Figure 1: Revenue-Model Decision of Social Platform under CPM Ad Revenue Model](image)

**Proposition 3:** Suppose that the social platform adopts the CPC ad revenue model:

(i) when \( s_{CB} < s < \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{16(v−\gamma)} \), the social platform always prefers the brokerage model;

(ii) when \( \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{8(v−\gamma)} < s < s_{CB} \), the social platform prefers the advertising model when \( c \in (0,c_{CB}) \), while the social platform prefers the brokerage model when \( c \in (c_{CB},1) \).

where \( s_{CB} = \frac{v^2(\beta_0^2−2\beta_L^2+\beta_L^2)^2−2v^2γ}{16(v−\gamma)^2} + \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{16(v−\gamma)} \), and \( s_{CB} \) is the unique solution of \( \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{8(v−\gamma)} + s = \frac{v^2(\beta_0^2−2\beta_L^2+\beta_L^2)^2−2v^2γ}{16(v−\gamma)^2} + \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{16(v−\gamma)} \).

Proposition 3 implies that, when the social platform adopts the CPC ad revenue model, the fixed fee charged by the social platform to the seller \( s \) and the disutility of each advertiser to the consumers \( c \) also have a significant impact on the social platform’s revenue-model decision. The details are illustrated in Figure 2. As shown in region (i), when the fixed fee \( s \) and the disutility of advertisements to consumers \( c \) are both very low (i.e., \( \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{8(v−\gamma)} < s < s_{CB} \) and \( 0 < c < c_{CB} \)), consumers receive little negative effects from advertisements, and, thus, the social platform can attract a mass of advertisers and consumers who participate at the same time and makes more profits under the advertising model.

Further, we find that, in region (ii), where the fixed fee \( s \) is very low, although the disutility of advertisements to consumers \( c \) is very high (i.e., \( \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{8(v−\gamma)} < s < s_{CB} \) and \( c_{CB} < c < 1 \)), consumers feel significantly averse to advertisers, which leads to the reduction of consumer demand. Hence, the social platform cannot attract enough advertisers through the commerce feature, and the social platform gains more profits under the brokerage model. In region (iii) of Figure 2, the sufficiently high fixed fee (i.e., \( s_{CB} < s < \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{16(v−\gamma)} \)) ensures that the social platform always makes more profits under the brokerage model.
From the findings of Propositions 2 and 3, we can make some meaningful suggestions from a managerial perspective. Our results indicate that the social platform should pay attention to the fixed fee and the interaction between advertisers and consumers when choosing a revenue model. The social platform also can maintain a specific revenue model by adjusting the fixed fee and the negative effect caused by advertisers. For example, if the social platform is willing to make a profit through the advertising model, it should pay attention to the entrance of advertisers. To do so, the platform should comprehensively analyze consumers’ demands and preferences through their browsing or operational behavior and achieve accurate advertising to control the disutility of advertisements to consumers.

![Figure 2: Revenue-Model Decision of Social Platform under CPC Ad Revenue Model](image)

We next investigate the influence of the characteristics of advertisers, such as the revenue rate of both types of advertisers, on the revenue-model decision of the social platform. The results are summarized in Propositions 4 and 5.

**Proposition 4**: Suppose that the social platform adopts the CPM ad revenue model, all other parameters being equal:

(i) the social platform is more likely to choose the advertising model with an increase in the ad revenue rate of H-type advertisers $\beta_H$;

(ii) when $v > \frac{3bc \beta_H (\beta_H - \beta_L)}{4 \beta_L} + \gamma$, the social platform is more likely to choose the advertising model with an increase in the ad revenue rate of L-type advertisers $\beta_L$, while when $v < \frac{3bc \beta_H (\beta_H - \beta_L)}{4 \beta_L} + \gamma$, the social platform is more likely to choose the brokerage model with an increase in the ad revenue rate of L-type advertisers $\beta_L$;

(iii) when $v > \frac{3c[b \beta_H(1-b)\beta_L(\beta_H-\beta_L)]}{4(\beta_H+\beta_L)} + \gamma$, the social platform is more likely to choose the advertising model with an increase in the proportion of H-type advertisers $b$, while when $v < \frac{3c[b \beta_H(1-b)\beta_L(\beta_H-\beta_L)]}{4(\beta_H+\beta_L)} + \gamma$, the social platform is more likely to choose the brokerage model with an increase in the proportion of H-type advertisers $b$.

**Proposition 5**: Suppose that the social platform adopts the CPC ad revenue model, all other parameters being equal:

(i) the social platform is more likely to choose the advertising model with an increase in the ad revenue rate of H-type advertisers $\beta_H$;
(ii) when \( v > \frac{3bc(1-c)r\beta_H(\beta_H-\beta_L)}{4\beta_L} + \gamma \), the social platform is more likely to choose the advertising model with an increase in the ad revenue rate of L-type advertisers \( \beta_L \), while when \( v < \frac{3bc(1-c)r\beta_H(\beta_H-\beta_L)}{4\beta_L} + \gamma \), the social platform is more likely to choose the brokerage model with an increase in the ad revenue rate of L-type advertisers \( \beta_L \):

(iii) when \( v > \frac{3bc(1-c)r\beta_H(1-b)\beta_L(\beta_H-\beta_L)}{4(\beta_H+\beta_L)} + \gamma \), the social platform is more likely to choose the advertising model with an increase in the proportion of H-type advertisers \( b \), while when \( v < \frac{3bc(1-c)r\beta_H(1-b)\beta_L(\beta_H-\beta_L)}{4(\beta_H+\beta_L)} + \gamma \), the social platform is more likely to choose the brokerage model with an increase in the proportion of H-type advertisers \( b \).

Propositions 4 and 5 illustrate the influence of the characteristics of advertisers on the social platform’s revenue-model decision when the advertising model is adopted by CPM and CPC models, respectively. The details are as follows. Proposition 4 (i) and Proposition 5 (i) reveal that the region where the social platform chooses the advertising model expands with the ad revenue rate of H-type advertisers. This is because an increase in the ad revenue rate of H-type advertisers leads to more H-type advertisers’ joining the social platform. As a result, the social platform makes more profits under the advertising model when H-type advertisers gain more ad revenue.

As shown in Proposition 4 (ii) and Proposition 5 (ii), we can know that, when \( \beta_L \) is moderately lower than \( \beta_H \), the social platform is more likely to choose the advertising model with an increase in \( \beta_L \). When \( \beta_L \) is sufficiently lower than \( \beta_H \), the social platform is more likely to choose the advertising model with an increase in \( \beta_L \) when \( v \) is very high; and the social platform is more likely to choose the brokerage model with an increase in \( \beta_L \) when \( v \) is very low. We can easily understand that an increase in \( \beta_L \) can attract more advertisers and then bring more profits to the social platform under the advertising model. When \( v \) is very low, consumers receive little utility from consuming on the social platform, and the disutility from advertisements matters more. In addition, because the difference between \( \beta_L \) and \( \beta_H \) is significantly large, \( \beta_L \) is so low that an increase in \( \beta_L \) brings little advertising revenue for the platform and causes great disutility to consumers. Consequently, the region where the social platform chooses the advertising model shrinks with \( \beta_L \).

Corresponding to Propositions 4 (iii) and 5 (iii), when \( \beta_L \) is moderately lower than \( \beta_H \), the social platform is more likely to choose the advertising model with an increase in \( b \). When \( \beta_L \) is significantly lower than \( \beta_H \), however, the social platform is more likely to choose the advertising model with an increase in \( b \) when \( v \) is very high; and the social platform is more likely to choose the brokerage model with an increase in \( b \) when \( v \) is very low. The intuition is as follows. Compared with L-type advertisers, H-type advertisers generate more profits from an advertisement, and they are more likely to participate in the platform; thus, the social platform generates profit mainly from H-type advertisers. As a result, as the proportion of H-type advertisers increases, the total number of advertisers on the platform will increase, and the social platform will obtain more profits from the ad service. Interestingly, when \( \beta_L \) is significantly lower than \( \beta_H \), and \( v \) is very low, it is difficult for consumers to receive utility from the commerce feature, thus, the disutility caused by advertisers matters more, and both the optimal consumer demand and the number of advertisers decrease with \( b \). Consequently, the social platform is more likely to choose the brokerage model.

In summary, Propositions 4 and 5 suggest that, when the social platform chooses the revenue model for a commerce feature, except for the fixed fee and the interaction between advertisers and consumers discussed above, it also should pay attention to the characteristics of advertisers, such as the revenue rate of different advertisers and the composition of advertisers, by controlling the entrance of advertisers. Further, the social platform can adjust the value of commerce feature by adopting advanced technology to make a better revenue-model choice.

5. Comparison of Customer Surplus and Profit Allocation in Supply Chain

In this section, we analyze the comparison of customer surplus (CS) and profit allocation in the supply chain between the two different revenue models. Propositions 6 and 7 show the results of the comparison of CS under the CPM and CPC ad revenue models, respectively. The values for CS in each revenue model \( CS_i, i \in \{ M, C, B \} \) are shown in Appendices.

**Proposition 6:** Define a threshold value \( v_1 = \sqrt{\frac{\sqrt{2b(\beta_H-\beta_L)(\beta_H-17\beta_L)+9b^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2}}{4}} \). Suppose that the social platform adopts the CPM ad revenue model:

(i) when \( v > v_1 + \gamma \), CS is higher under the advertising model.
(ii) when $\gamma < v < v_1 + \gamma$, there exists a threshold $c_0 \in (0,1)$. CS is higher under the advertising model when $c \in (0, c_0)$, while CS is higher under the brokerage model when $c \in (c_0, 1)$.

Proposition 6 compares the CS between CPM advertising and brokerage models. The details are illustrated in Figure 3. We can know that, when $v$ is very high (i.e., $v > v_1 + \gamma$), CS is always higher under the advertising model. This is because the seller could set a lower price under the advertising model in which he or she pays nothing for selling on the social platform. In addition, the higher $v$ ensures that the disutility caused by advertisers has little influence on consumers.

When $v$ is very low (i.e., $\gamma < v < v_1 + \gamma$), however, the comparison of CS depends on $c$. Specifically, when the advertising model is adopted, a lower $c$ ($0 < c < c_0$) brings less disutility to consumers which leads CS to be higher. However, when $c$ is very high (i.e., $c_0 < c < 1$), consumers experience great displeasure from advertisements; thus, CS is higher under the brokerage model.
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Proposition 7: Define a threshold value $v_2 = \sqrt{\frac{9bH^2 - b(\beta_H - \beta_L)(\beta_H - 17\beta_L) + 9b^2(\beta_H - \beta_L)^2}{16}}$. Suppose that the social platform adopts the CPC ad revenue model:

(i) when $v > v_2 + \gamma$, CS is higher under the advertising model;

(ii) when $\gamma < v < v_2 + \gamma$, there exists two thresholds $c_1 \in (0, \frac{1}{2})$ and $c_2 \in (\frac{1}{2}, 1)$, CS is higher under the advertising model when $c \in (0, c_1)$ or $c \in (c_2, 1)$, while CS is higher under the brokerage model when $c \in (c_1, c_2)$.

Proposition 7 and Figure 4 show the comparison of CS between the CPC advertising model and brokerage model. Similar to Proposition 6, when $v$ is very high (i.e., $v > v_2 + \gamma$), CS under the advertising model is always higher than that under the brokerage model. When $v$ is very low (i.e., $\gamma < v < v_2 + \gamma$), however, the comparison of CS also depends on the value of $c$. 
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$(v_0 = 0.2, \gamma = 0.1, \beta_H = 2.8, \beta_L = 1, \text{and } b = 0.9)$
Interestingly, when \( c \) is very low or very high (i.e., \( 0 < c < c_1 \) or \( c_2 < c < 1 \)), CS under the advertising model is higher. We can easily understand the situation in which \( c \) is very low; thus, we focus on explaining the situation in which \( c \) is very high. The sufficiently high \( c \) leads to large number of consumers’ leaving the platform, and the social platform will control the number of advertisers by promoting an advertising fee to retain consumers. Although \( c \) is high, the smaller number of advertisers ensures that CS is higher under the advertising model. Further, when \( c_1 < c < c_2, c \) is moderately high and the number of advertisers is not too small; thus, CS is higher under the brokerage model.

One may expect the effect of revenue-model decision on the profit allocation in supply chain, and we provide the result in Proposition 8.

**Proposition 8:**

1. Suppose that the social platform adopts the CPM ad revenue model:
   
   (i) when \( \frac{(v + \nu_0)^2}{8(v - \gamma)} < s < s_{M1} \), the social platform is allocated more profits in the supply chain under the advertising model;
   
   (ii) when \( s_{M2} < s < \frac{(v + \nu_0)^2}{16(v - \gamma)} \), the social platform is allocated more profits in the supply chain under the brokerage model;
   
   (iii) when \( s_{M1} < s < s_{M2} \), the social platform is allocated more profits in the supply chain under the advertising model when \( c \in (0, c_M) \), while the social platform is allocated more profits in the supply chain under the brokerage model when \( c \in (c_M, 1) \).

2. Suppose that the social platform adopts the CPC ad revenue model:
   
   (i) when \( s_C < s < \frac{(v + \nu_0)^2}{16(v - \gamma)} \), the social platform is allocated more profits in the supply chain under the brokerage model;
   
   (ii) when \( \frac{(v + \nu_0)^2}{8(v - \gamma)} < s < s_C \), the social platform is allocated more profits in the supply chain under the advertising model when \( c \in (0, c_C) \), while the social platform is allocated more profits in the supply chain under the brokerage model when \( c \in (c_C, 1) \).
where \( s_c = \frac{3(\nu+\nu_0)^2}{16(\nu-\gamma)} \left[ \frac{\nu^2 \beta_H^2 - \nu_0^2 \beta_L^2 + \nu \beta_H^2 + \nu_0 \beta_L^2}{\nu^2 (\beta_H^2 - \beta_L^2) + 3v} \right] \), and \( c_c \) is the unique solution of \( \frac{2(\nu+\nu_0)^2 + 16(\nu-\gamma)}{3(\nu+\nu_0)^2} \).

Proposition 8 shows the supply chain profit allocation under different revenue models. We use parameter \( \lambda_i = \frac{\| \mu_i \|}{\eta_i + \pi_i}, i \in \{M, C, B\} \) to characterize the allocation of total profit between the social platform and the seller [Fiala 2015]. Proposition 8 (1) illustrates the comparison of profit allocation between the CPM advertising model and brokerage model. When the fixed fee is very high (i.e., \( s_{M2} < s < \frac{(\nu+\nu_0)^2}{16(\nu-\gamma)} \)), the fixed fee is sufficiently high for the social platform to be allocated more profits under the brokerage model. When the fixed fee is very low (i.e., \( -\frac{(\nu+\nu_0)^2}{8(\nu-\gamma)} < s < s_{M1} \)), the social platform receive less profit from the seller, and, thus, the social platform is allocated more profits under the advertising model. When the fixed fee is medium (i.e., \( s_{M1} < s < s_{M2} \)), the profit allocation also depends on the value of \( c \). A lower \( c \) can attract more consumers to join the platform and then advertisers are more likely to join, which ensures that the platform is allocated more profits under the advertising model. In contrast, a higher \( c \) ensures that the platform could be allocated more profits under the brokerage model.

Proposition 8(2) shows the comparison of profit allocation between the CPC advertising model and the brokerage model. The adoption of the CPC ad revenue model leads to less revenue under the advertising model for the platform; thus, the situation in which platform could always be allocated more profits under advertising model does not appear. Further, the other analysis is similar to Proposition 8(1). Compared with the results in the revenue-model decision, we find that the parameter condition under which each revenue model is optimal also enables the social platform to be allocated more profits from the supply chain.

6. Extended Model with Non-linear Disutility of Advertisers

In the basic model, the disutility of advertisers to the consumers is increasing linearly. In reality, the impact of an additional advertiser on the disutility perceived by any consumer increases in the total number of advertisers. Hence, we explore a generalization of our model by considering a non-linear disutility of advertisers to consumers in this section. In the basic model, consumers derive a disutility \( cQ_i, i \in \{M, C\} \) when advertisers display their content on the social platform, where \( c \) represents the aversion of a consumer from the participation of each advertiser, and \( Q_i, i \in \{M, C\} \) denotes the number of advertisers on the social platform. In this section, we consider that consumers derive a disutility \( cQ_i + eQ_i, i \in \{M, C\} \) when advertisers display their content on the social platform, where \( e \) is the adjustment parameter that enables the disutility of the advertiser to the consumer to increase concavely. The analyses in Sections 4 and 5 correspond to the linear disutility of advertisers to consumers (where \( e = 0 \)). Hence, consumer utility under the advertising model can be expressed as \( u_i = \nu_0 + \theta \nu + \gamma D_i - (cQ_i + eQ_i) - p_i, i \in \{M, C\} \).

![Figure 5: Revenue-Model Decision of Social Platform under CPM Ad Revenue Model](image)

\( (\nu = 0.9, \nu_0 = 0.2, \gamma = 0.1, \beta_H = 2.8, \beta_L = 1, b = 0.9, and e = 0.01) \)
In this case, the social platform’s profit maximization problem is analytically intractable. Hence, we employ numerical analysis to explore the revenue-model decision of the social platform. We conduct a numerical analysis for a wide range of parameter values, with the following criteria used for choosing the parameter values. The revenue rate of both types of advertisers is sufficiently high to ensure that advertisers are willing to advertise on the social platform; the adjustment parameter $e$ is sufficiently low to guarantee that consumers are willing to consume on the platform; and the value of other parameters are randomly selected in the value range.

From Figures 5 and 6, we find that, when the fixed fee $s$ and the disutility of advertisements to consumers $c$ are both very low, the social platform can attract a mass of advertisers and consumers who participate at the same time and make more profits under the advertising model. Further, when the fixed fee $s$ is very low, although the disutility of advertisements to consumers $c$ is very high, the social platform cannot attract enough advertisers through the commerce feature, and it gains more profits under the brokerage model. When the fixed fee $s$ is very high, the social platform always makes more profits under the brokerage model. Overall, the results remain robust when the disutility of advertisers to consumers increases concavely.

Compared with the basic model, we find that the social platform is more likely to choose the brokerage model when the disutility of advertisers to consumers increases concavely. The reason is as follows. When gaining another advertiser has a large impact on the disutility perceived by all consumers, consumers prefer to use the consuming service without any advertisement, and it is difficult for the social platform to attract advertisers by the commerce feature. Thus, the social platform makes more profits under the brokerage model. We can make some meaningful suggestions from a managerial perspective. The social platform should adopt the brokerage model when the disutility of advertisers to consumers increases concavely. If the social platform insists on adopting the advertising model, it should reduce advertising or achieve target advertising by analyzing the data collected from consumers.

7. Conclusion

The rapid development of social media and the wide application of e-commerce has inspired social commerce, and social platforms increasingly integrate the commerce feature into their services. Anecdotal observations, however, suggest that different social platforms may deploy different revenue models and adopt mainly the advertising model or the brokerage model. Moreover, the social platform can choose CPM and CPC ad revenue models for its ad service under the advertising model. Thus, we wondered what the optimal revenue model is for the social platform to profit from the commerce feature. This study develops an analytical model to address this question. We first examine the optimal revenue model for the social platform and then analyze several factors, such as the ad revenue rate of both types of advertisers, on the revenue-model decision and the advertising-fee decision. We further compare the consumer surplus and profit allocation in the supply chain between two revenue models. The key findings and managerial implications are as follows.
First, when the fixed fee is very low, the advertising model is always an optimal choice. When the fixed fee is medium, the social platform obtains more profits under the advertising model if the disutility of advertisements is very low; otherwise, the social platform obtains more profits under the brokerage model. When the fixed fee is very high, the social platform benefits more under the brokerage model. Interestingly, the adoption of CPC ad revenue model leads to less revenue under the advertising model for the platform; thus, the situation in which the advertising model is always an optimal choice does not appear. This result provides a significant managerial implication for a social platform that intends to integrate the commerce feature. It implies that the social platform should pay attention to the fixed fee and the interaction between advertisers and consumers when choosing the revenue model. The social platform also can maintain a specific revenue model by adjusting the fixed fee and the negative effect caused by advertisements.

Second, given the change of the ad revenue rate of advertisers, the social platform may make different revenue model decisions, and adjust the advertising fee under the advertising model, to realize their optimal profit. In particular, all other parameters’ being equal, as the revenue rate of H-type advertisers increases, the platform prefers the advertising model, and the optimal advertising fee to H-type advertisers increases while the optimal advertising fee to L-type advertisers decreases. Similarly, the optimal advertising fee to L-type advertisers increases with the revenue rate of L-type advertisers. The change in the revenue-model decision also depends on the value of the commerce feature. Interestingly, as the revenue rate of H-type advertisers increases, the advertising fee to L-type advertisers depends on the difference of revenue rate between H-type advertisers and L-type advertisers. This suggests that, when the social platform chooses the revenue model for the commerce feature, it also should pay attention to the characteristics of advertisers. Alternatively, the social platform can adjust the value of the commerce feature to make a better revenue-model choice. Further, the social platform can adjust the advertising fee to both types of advertisers when the revenue rate of any type of advertiser changes.

Third, when the value of commerce feature is very high, the customer surplus is higher under the advertising model, and when the value of commerce feature is very low, the customer surplus is higher under the advertising model when the disutility of advertisements is very low; otherwise, the customer surplus is higher under the brokerage model. Interestingly, when the social platform adopts the CPC advertising model, the customer surplus is higher under the advertising model when the disutility of advertisements is very high. This result also provides a significant managerial implication for the social platform. To guarantee a higher customer surplus, the social platform can adjust the value of the commerce feature by adopting advanced technology or control the disutility of advertisements by achieving accurate advertising.

Finally, when the fixed fee is very low, the social platform could be allocated more profits from the supply chain under the advertising model. When the fixed fee is medium, the social platform could be allocated more profits under the advertising model if the disutility of advertisements is low; otherwise, the social platform could be allocated more profits under the brokerage model. When the fixed fee is very high, the social platform could be allocated more profits under the brokerage model. Interestingly, the adoption of the CPC ad revenue model leads to less revenue under the advertising model for the platform; thus, the situation in which the platform could always be allocated more profits under the advertising model does not appear. This result implies that the social platform should pay attention to the fixed fee and the interaction between advertisers and consumers if it is willing to be allocated more profits from the supply chain.

8. Future Research

In this section, we present several limitations of our current research and put forward suggestions for future research. First, we consider the situation in which the social platform chooses only one of the revenue models and ignore that a social platform can adopt both revenue models simultaneously to generate more profits. For future research, examining a hybrid strategy is a possible but challenging direction. Second, we disregard the competition among sellers. It would be of interest to consider several sellers who are competing on the social platform and take their popularity into account. Third, different advertising spaces on the social platform will generate different advertising fees, and we ignore the situation in which advertisers compete for better advertising space through bidding [Chen & Stallaert 2014; Xu et al. 2011]. Thus, the analysis can be further extended to account for competition between advertisers. Fourth, we consider a monopoly market for a social platform and disregard the competition between social platforms. It would be valuable to investigate the game between two social platforms. Future research can consider a competitive market in which two social platforms compete for consumers and deploy either one of the two revenue models. Finally, we consider only the situation in which the revenue rates of different advertisers are exogenous variables and ignore the game between the social platforms and advertisers. Future
research could consider the endogeneity of the advertisers’ revenue rate and the game between the platforms and advertisers.¹
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Appendix A: Value Ranges of Parameters

Assumption 1 gives the required conditions on the parameters values under which the platform has positive consumers and/or advertisers demand, and the consumer and/or advertiser market is fully covered.

Assumption 1:
(1) Under the CPM advertising model, the conditions are (i) \( \beta_H - 3\beta_L < 0 \), (ii) \( v > \gamma \),
(iii) \( 0 < \beta_H < \frac{4(v-\gamma)}{v+\nu_0} \), (iv) \( 0 < \beta_L < \frac{4(v-\gamma)}{v+\nu_0} \).
(2) Under the CPC advertising model, the conditions are (i) \( \beta_H - 3\beta_L < 0 \), (ii) \( v > \gamma \),
(iii) \( 0 < \beta_H < \frac{4(v-\gamma)}{(v+\nu_0)(1-c)^2} \), (iv) \( 0 < \beta_L < \frac{4(v-\gamma)}{(v+\nu_0)(1-c)^2} \).
(3) Under the brokerage model, the conditions are (i) \( v > \gamma \), (ii) \( \frac{(v+\nu_0)^2}{8(v-\gamma)} < s < \frac{(v+\nu_0)^2}{16(v-\gamma)} \).

From the perspective of ensuring the positive net utility of the indifferent consumer and/or advertiser, the conditions (1)-(i)/(ii) and (2)-(i)/(ii) ensure the positive utility of the marginal consumer when the platform adopts advertising model. The conditions (1)-(i)/(iii) and (2)-(i)/(ii) ensure the positive utility of the marginal advertiser when the platform adopts advertising model. Similarly, the condition (3)-(i) ensures the positive utilities of the marginal consumers when the platform adopts the brokerage model.

From the view of guaranteeing the positive demand of each platform’s consumer and/or advertiser base, the conditions (1)-(i)/(iii) and (2)-(ii)/(iii) ensure that an optimal solution in which the platform has a positive demand of H-type advertisers prevails when the platform adopts an advertising model. Similarly, the conditions (1)-(i)/(iv) and (2)-(ii)/(iv) ensure that an optimal solution in which the platform has a positive demand of L-type advertisers prevails when the platform adopts an advertising model.

From the view of guaranteeing the positive revenue of the platform and seller, the condition (3)-(ii) ensures the positive profit of the platform and seller when the platform adopts the brokerage model. Finally, given the conditions (1)-(i)/(ii) and (2)-(i)/(iii), all the second order conditions (SOCs) in the main text are satisfied.

Appendix B: Proof of Lemma 1
A consumer will buy the product on the social platform when \( u_M \geq 0 \). We denote \( \theta_M \) as the marginal consumers who are indifferent about consuming on the social platform, where \( 0 < \theta_M < 1 \). Thus, we can derive the consumer demand under CPM advertising model as \( D_M = 1 - \theta_M \). We further denote \( t^k_M, k \in \{H,L\} \) as the fixed cost of a platform’s marginal k-type advertisers who are indifferent about participating. By setting the advertising profit function as \( U^k_M = 0, k \in \{H,L\} \), we get the location of the marginal advertisers who are indifferent about joining the social platform, \( t^k_M = \beta_k D_M - w^k_M, k \in \{H,L\}, 0 < t^k_M < 1 \). Thus, \( Q_M = Q^H_M + Q^L_M = h(\beta_M - D_M) - \beta_M w^H_M + (1 - \beta_M) D_M - (1 - \beta) w^L_M \). Hence, to realize the optimal results, the social platform announces its advertising fee \( w^k_M, k \in \{H,L\} \), and the seller decides on the price of the products \( p_M \) to maximize their respective profits. Finally, we derive the optimal results as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
W^*_M &= \frac{(v+\nu_0)(4(v-\gamma))\beta^2_H+3(1-b)\beta^2_L+4b\beta^2_H+4c\beta^2_H+4c(1-b)\beta^2_L}{8(2v-2y+c\beta^2_L)(v+y+c\beta^2_L-b\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)(c\beta^2_H-17c\beta^2_L-24v+24y)+9b^2\gamma^2(c\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)^2}.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
W^H_M &= \frac{(v+\nu_0)(4(v-\gamma))\beta^2_H+3(1-b)\beta^2_L+4b\beta^2_H+4c\beta^2_H+4c(1-b)\beta^2_L}{8(2v-2y+c\beta^2_L)(v+y+c\beta^2_L-b\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)(c\beta^2_H-17c\beta^2_L-24v+24y)+9b^2\gamma^2(c\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)^2},
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
p^*_M &= \frac{8(2v-2y+c\beta^2_L)(v+y+c\beta^2_L)-b\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L(c\beta^2_H-17c\beta^2_L-24v+24y)+9b^2\gamma^2(c\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)^2}{4(v+\nu_0)^2(c\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)^2+4v^2+2y-4\gamma)^2},
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi^*_M &= \frac{8(2v-2y+c\beta^2_L)(v+y+c\beta^2_L)-b\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L(c\beta^2_H-17c\beta^2_L-24v+24y)+9b^2\gamma^2(c\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)^2}{4(v+\nu_0)^2(c\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)^2+4v^2+2y-4\gamma)^2},
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Q^*_M &= \frac{8(2v-2y+c\beta^2_L)(v+y+c\beta^2_L)-b\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L(c\beta^2_H-17c\beta^2_L-24v+24y)+9b^2\gamma^2(c\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)^2}{4(v+\nu_0)^2(c\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)^2+4v^2+2y-4\gamma)^2},
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
D^*_M &= \frac{8(2v-2y+c\beta^2_L)(v+y+c\beta^2_L)-b\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L(c\beta^2_H-17c\beta^2_L-24v+24y)+9b^2\gamma^2(c\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)^2}{4(v+\nu_0)^2(c\beta^2_H-c\beta^2_L)^2+4v^2+2y-4\gamma)^2}.
\end{align*}
\]
Appendix C: Proof of Lemma 2

A consumer will buy the product on the social platform when $u_c \geq 0$. We denote $\theta_c$ as the marginal consumers who are indifferent about consuming on the social platform, where $0 < \theta_c < 1$. Thus, we can derive the consumer demand under CPC advertising model as $D_c = 1 - \theta_c$. We further denote $t^k, k \in \{H, L\}$ as the fixed cost of a platform’s marginal $k$-type advertisers who are indifferent about participating. Setting the advertising profit function as $U^k = 0, k \in \{H, L\}$, we get the location of the marginal advertisers who are indifferent about joining the social platform, $t^k = \beta_k D_c - w^k, k \in \{H, L\}$, $0 < t^k < 1$. Thus, $Q_c = Q^H + Q^L = b \theta_H D_c - b w^H + (1 - b) \beta_l D_c - (1 - b) w^L$. Hence, to realize the optimal results, the social platform announces its advertising fee $w^k$, $k \in \{H, L\}$, and the seller decides on the price of the products $p_c$ to maximize their respective profits. Finally, we derive the optimal results as follows.

$$w^H = \frac{(1-c)\tau}{2(2v+4\gamma)}[4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)] + c(1-c)v + (1-c)\tau (1-b) + (1-b)\beta^2$$

$$w^L = \frac{(1-c)\tau}{2(2v+4\gamma)}[4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)] - (1-c)\tau (1-b) + (1-b)\beta^2$$

$$p^H = \frac{2(2v+4\gamma)}{4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)}[4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)] + c(1-c)v + (1-c)\tau (1-b) + (1-b)\beta^2$$

$$p^L = \frac{2(2v+4\gamma)}{4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)}[4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)] - (1-c)\tau (1-b) + (1-b)\beta^2$$

$$\eta^H_c = \frac{(v+4\gamma)}{4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)}[4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)] + c(1-c)v + (1-c)\tau (1-b) + (1-b)\beta^2$$

$$\eta^L_c = \frac{(v+4\gamma)}{4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)}[4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)] - (1-c)\tau (1-b) + (1-b)\beta^2$$

$$D_c = \frac{(v+4\gamma)}{4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)}[4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)] + c(1-c)v + (1-c)\tau (1-b) + (1-b)\beta^2$$

$$D_c = \frac{(v+4\gamma)}{4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)}[4(1+c)\tau + 2(1-c)v + 3(1+c)\tau + 2(v+4\gamma)] - (1-c)\tau (1-b) + (1-b)\beta^2$$

Appendix D: Proof of Lemma 3

A consumer will buy the product on the social platform when $u_b \geq 0$. We denote $\theta_b$ as the marginal consumers who are indifferent about consuming on the social platform, where $0 < \theta_b < 1$. Thus, we can derive the consumer demand under brokerage model as $D_B = 1 - \theta_B$. Thus, to realize the optimal results, the social platform announces its transaction fee $f$ and the seller decides on his price for the products $p_B$ to maximize their respective profits. Finally, we derive the optimal results as follows.

$$f^* = \frac{v+4\gamma}{2}$$

$$p_B = \frac{(v+4\gamma)^2}{4} - s$$

$$\eta^H_B = \frac{(v+4\gamma)^2}{16v+16\gamma} + s$$

$$\eta^L_B = \frac{(v+4\gamma)^2}{4v-4\gamma}$$

Appendix E: Proof of Proposition 1

(i) $\frac{\partial w^H}{\partial \beta_H} > 0, \frac{\partial w^L}{\partial \beta_H} > 0$, so $w^i, i \in \{M, C\}$ increases with $\beta_H$.

(ii) When $\beta_L < \beta_H < \beta_L + \frac{3}{2} \beta_L, \frac{\partial w^L}{\partial \beta_H} > 0, \frac{\partial w^L}{\partial \beta_H} < 0$, so $w^i, i \in \{M, C\}$ decreases with $\beta_H$. When $\frac{3}{2} \beta_L < \beta_H < 2 \beta_L$, when $b$ is very low, $\frac{\partial w^L}{\partial \beta_H} > 0, \frac{\partial w^L}{\partial \beta_H} > 0$, so $w^i, i \in \{M, C\}$ increases with $\beta_H$; when $b$ is very high, $\frac{\partial w^L}{\partial \beta_H} > 0, \frac{\partial w^L}{\partial \beta_H} < 0$, so $w^i, i \in \{M, C\}$ increases with $\beta_H$.

(iii) $\frac{\partial w^L}{\partial \beta_H} < 0, \frac{\partial w^L}{\partial \beta_H} < 0$, so $w^i, i \in \{M, C\}$ decreases with $\beta_L$.

(iv) $\frac{\partial w^L}{\partial \beta_L} > 0, \frac{\partial w^L}{\partial \beta_L} > 0$, so $w^i, i \in \{M, C\}$ increases with $\beta_L$. 
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Appendix F: Proof of Proposition 2

Define $\Delta P_{MB} = P_M - P_B$. By differentiating $c$, we have $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{MB}}{\partial c} < 0$. Thus, we can get an unique $c_{MB}$ by solving $P_M = P_B$. When $c > c_{MB}, P_M < P_B$; When $c < c_{MB}, P_M > P_B$. Then we compare the value of $c_{MB}$ with 0 and 1. When $c_{MB} > 1, P_M > P_B$, in this case $\frac{(v+v_0)^2}{16(v-\gamma)} < s < s_{MB1}$. When $c_{MB} < 0, P_M < P_B$, in this case $s_{MB2} < s < \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{16(v-\gamma)}$. When $0 < c_{MB} < 1, P_M > P_B$ when $c \in (0, c_{MB}); P_M < P_B$ when $c \in (c_{MB}, 1)$, in this case $s_{MB1} < s < s_{MB2}$.

Appendix G: Proof of Proposition 3

Define $\Delta P_{CB} = P_C - P_B$. By differentiating $c$, we have $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{CB}}{\partial c} < 0$. Thus, we can get an unique $c_{CB}$ by solving $P_C = P_B$. When $c > c_{CB}, P_C < P_B$; When $c < c_{CB}, P_C > P_B$. Then we compare the value of $c_{CB}$ with 0 and 1. When $c_{CB} > 1, P_C > P_B$, in this case $s < \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{16(v-\gamma)}$, the social platform cannot gain profit under the brokerage model, so the comparison makes no sense, and we don’t consider this condition. When $c_{CB} < 0, P_C < P_B$, in this case $s_{CB} < s < \frac{(v+v_0)^2}{16(v-\gamma)}$. When $0 < c_{CB} < 1, P_C > P_B$ when $c \in (0, c_{CB}); P_C < P_B$ when $c \in (c_{CB}, 1)$, in this case $\frac{(v+v_0)^2}{16(v-\gamma)} < s < s_{CB}$.

Appendix H: Proof of Proposition 4

(i) $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{MB}}{\partial \beta_H} = \frac{2b(v+v_0)^2(4v-4\gamma+3c\bar{\beta})[3c(1-b)\beta_l(\beta_H-\beta_L)+4(\gamma-\bar{\beta})\beta_l]}{b(2v-2y+c\beta_l)(v-\gamma+b\beta_l)-bc(b\beta_H-\beta_L)(\beta_H-17c\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2} > 0$, so $\Delta P_{MB}$ increases with $\beta_H$.

(ii) $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{MB}}{\partial \beta_L} = \frac{[b(2v-2y+c\beta_l)(v-\gamma+b\beta_l)-bc(b\beta_H-\beta_L)(\beta_H-17c\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2]}{2(1-b)(v+v_0)^2[4v-4\gamma+3c\bar{\beta})[3c\beta_l(\beta_l+\beta_l)-4(\gamma-\bar{\beta})\beta_l]} \cdot \frac{\nu}{4b_l} \cdot \frac{\frac{\partial \Delta P_{MB}}{\partial \beta_l}}{\beta_l} > 0 \Rightarrow \Delta P_{MB} > 0$, $\Delta P_{MB}$ increases with $\beta_l$. When $\nu < \frac{3c\beta_l(\beta_H-\beta_L)}{4(\beta_l+\beta_l)} + \gamma$, $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{MB}}{\partial \beta_l} < 0 \Rightarrow \Delta P_{MB}$ decreases with $\beta_l$.

(iii) $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{MB}}{\partial b} = \frac{(v+v_0)^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)(\beta_H-\beta_L)(\beta_H-\beta_L)-4(\gamma-\bar{\beta})\beta_l)}{b(2v-2y+c\beta_l)(v-\gamma+b\beta_l)-bc(b\beta_H-\beta_L)(\beta_H-17c\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2} \cdot \frac{\gamma}{4b_l} \cdot \frac{\frac{\partial \Delta P_{MB}}{\partial \beta_l}}{\beta_l} > 0 \Rightarrow \Delta P_{MB}$ increases with $b$. When $\nu < \frac{3c\beta_l(\beta_H-\beta_L)}{4(\beta_l+\beta_l)} + \gamma$, $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{MB}}{\partial \beta_l} < 0 \Rightarrow \Delta P_{MB}$ decreases with $\beta_l$.

Appendix I: Proof of Proposition 5

(i) $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{CB}}{\partial \beta_H} = \frac{2b(1-c)^2z^2(v+v_0)^2[4v-4\gamma+3c(1-c)\beta_l]}{b(2v-2y+c(1-c)\beta_l)(v-\gamma+c(1-c)\beta_l)-bc(b\beta_H-\beta_L)(\beta_H-17c(1-c)\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(1-c)^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2} > 0$, so $\Delta P_{CB}$ increases with $\beta_H$.

(ii) $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{CB}}{\partial \beta_L} = \frac{2(1-c)(1-c)^2z^2(v+v_0)^2[4v-4\gamma+3c(1-c)\beta_l]}{b(2v-2y+c(1-c)\beta_l)(v-\gamma+c(1-c)\beta_l)-bc(b\beta_H-\beta_L)(\beta_H-17c(1-c)\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(1-c)^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2} \cdot \frac{\nu}{4b_l} \cdot \frac{\frac{\partial \Delta P_{CB}}{\partial \beta_l}}{\beta_l} > 0 \Rightarrow \Delta P_{CB} > 0$, $\Delta P_{CB}$ increases with $\beta_l$. When $\nu < \frac{3c\beta_l(1-c)(\beta_H-\beta_L)}{4(\beta_l+\beta_l)} + \gamma$, $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{CB}}{\partial \beta_l} < 0 \Rightarrow \Delta P_{CB}$ decreases with $\beta_l$.

(iii) $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{CB}}{\partial b} = \frac{2(1-c)^2z^2(v+v_0)^2[b(1-c)\beta_l(\beta_H-\beta_L)-4(\gamma-\bar{\beta})\beta_l]}{b(2v-2y+c(1-c)\beta_l)(v-\gamma+c(1-c)\beta_l)-bc(b\beta_H-\beta_L)(\beta_H-17c(1-c)\beta_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(1-c)^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2} \cdot \frac{\gamma}{4b_l} \cdot \frac{\frac{\partial \Delta P_{CB}}{\partial \beta_l}}{\beta_l} > 0 \Rightarrow \Delta P_{CB}$ increases with $b$. When $\nu < \frac{3c\beta_l(1-c)(\beta_H-\beta_L)}{4(\beta_l+\beta_l)} + \gamma$, $\frac{\partial \Delta P_{CB}}{\partial \beta_l} < 0 \Rightarrow \Delta P_{CB}$ decreases with $\beta_l$.

where $W = 8[2v-2y+c(1-c)\tau\beta_l][\nu-\gamma+c(1-c)\tau\beta_l]-bc(1-c)\tau(\beta_H-\beta_L)[\tau(1-c)\tau\beta_H-17c(1-c)\tau\beta_L-24v+24y]+9b^2c^2(1-c)^2(\beta_H-\beta_L)^2$. 
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Appendix J: Proof of Proposition 6

Customer surplus under model \(i (i \in \{M, B\})\) can be formulated as

\[
CS_M = \int_B (v_0 + \theta_M v + \gamma D_M - c Q_M - p_M) d\theta_M = \frac{2v(v+p_v)2(4v-4y+3c)2}{(2(2-2y+c\rho_L)(v-y+c\rho_L)-bc(\beta_H-17c\rho_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-17c\rho_L)^2)^2}.
\]

\[
CS_B = \int_B (v_0 + \theta_B v + \gamma D_B - p_B) d\theta_B = \frac{v(v+p_v)2}{32(v-y)^2}.
\]

Define \(\Delta CS_1 = CS_M - CS_B\). By differentiating \(c\), we have \(\frac{\partial CS_1}{\partial c} < 0\). Thus, when \(c = 0\), \(\Delta CS_1\) have the maximum value, and \(\Delta CS_1 = \frac{3v(v+p_v)2}{32(v-y)^2} > 0\). When \(c = 1\), \(\Delta CS_1\) have the minimum value. And we have when \(v > \sqrt{\frac{24b^2c^2(\beta_H-17c\rho_L)^2}{(2(2-2y+c\rho_L)(v-y+c\rho_L)-bc(\beta_H-17c\rho_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-17c\rho_L)^2)^2} + \gamma}, \Delta CS_1 > 0, CS_M > CS_B\). When \(\Delta CS_1 < 0\), so there exists \(c_0, c_1, 1\) by solving \(\Delta CS_1 = 0\). \(\Delta CS_1 > 0\) (i.e., \(CS_M > CS_B\)) when \(c \in (0, c_0)\), \(\Delta CS_1 < 0\) (i.e., \(CS_M < CS_B\)) when \(c \in (c_0, 1)\).

Appendix K: Proof of Proposition 7

Customer surplus under the CPC advertising model can be formulated as

\[
CS_C = \int_C (v_0 + \theta_C v + \gamma D_C - c Q_C - p_C) d\theta_C = \frac{2v(v+p_v)2(3c(1-c)\rho_I + 4v-4y)^2}{[2(2-2y+c\rho_L)(v-y+c\rho_L)-bc(\beta_H-17c\rho_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-17c\rho_L)^2]^2}.
\]

Define \(\Delta CS_2 = CS_C - CS_B\). By differentiating \(c\), we have \(\frac{\partial CS_2}{\partial c} < 0\) when \(c < \frac{1}{2}\) and \(\frac{\partial CS_2}{\partial c} > 0\) when \(c > \frac{1}{2}\). Thus, when \(c = 0\) or \(c = 1\), \(\Delta CS_2\) have the maximum value, and \(\Delta CS_2 = \frac{3v(v+p_v)2}{32(v-y)^2} > 0\). when \(c = \frac{1}{2}\) \(\Delta CS_2\) have the minimum value. And we have when \(v > \sqrt{\frac{24b^2c^2(\beta_H-17c\rho_L)^2}{(2(2-2y+c\rho_L)(v-y+c\rho_L)-bc(\beta_H-17c\rho_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-17c\rho_L)^2)^2} + \gamma}, \Delta CS_2 > 0, CS_C > CS_B\). When \(\Delta CS_2 < 0\), so there exists \(c_1, c_2, 1\) by solving \(\Delta CS_2 = 0\) (i.e., \(CS_C < CS_B\) ) when \(c \in (0, c_1)\) or \(c \in (c_2, 1)\), \(\Delta CS_2 < 0\) (i.e., \(CS_C < CS_B\) ) when \(c \in (c_1, c_2)\).

Appendix L: Proof of Proposition 8

The profit allocation in the supply chain under model \(i (i \in \{M, B, C\})\) can be formulated as

\[
\lambda_M = \frac{n_M}{n_M^* + n_M^*} = \frac{1}{4(2v+2\gamma+c\rho_L)(\beta_H-17c\rho_L-24v+24y)+9b^2c^2(\beta_H-17c\rho_L)^2}.
\]

\[
\lambda_C = \frac{n_C}{n_C^* + n_C^*} = \frac{1}{4(c(1-c)\rho_I + 4v-4y)^2}.
\]

\[
\lambda_B = \frac{n_B}{n_B^* + n_B^*} = \frac{2(v+p_v)^2 + 16\rho_I^2 - (v+p_v)^2}{3(v+p_v)^2}.
\]

(1) Define \(\Delta_1 = \lambda_M - \lambda_B\). By differentiating \(c\), we have \(\frac{\partial \Delta_1}{\partial c} < 0\). Thus, we can get an unique \(c_M\) by solving \(\lambda_M = \lambda_B\).

When \(c > c_M, \lambda_M < \lambda_B\); When \(c < c_M, \lambda_M > \lambda_B\). Then we compare the value of \(c_M\) with 0 and 1. When \(c_M > 1\), \(\lambda_M > \lambda_B\), in this case \(-\frac{(v+p_v)^2}{8(v-y)} < s < S_{M1}\). When \(c_M < 0\), \(\lambda_M < \lambda_B\), in this case \(S_{M2} = \frac{(v+p_v)^2}{16(v-y)} < s < 0\). When \(0 < c_M < 1, \lambda_M > \lambda_B\) when \(c < 0, c_M\); \(\lambda_M < \lambda_B\) when \(c \in (c_M, 1)\), in this case \(S_{M1} < s < S_{M2}\).

(2) Define \(\Delta_2 = \lambda_C - \lambda_B\). By differentiating \(c\), we have \(\frac{\partial \Delta_2}{\partial c} < 0\). Thus, we can get an unique \(c_C\) by solving \(\lambda_C = \lambda_B\).

When \(c > c_C, \Pi_C < \Pi_B\); When \(c < c_C, \Pi_C > \Pi_B\). Then we compare the value of \(c_C\) with 0 and 1. When \(c_C > 1\), \(\Pi_C > \Pi_B\), in this case \(s < -\frac{(v+p_v)^2}{8(v-y)}\), the social platform cannot gain profit under the brokerage model, so the comparison makes no sense, and we don’t consider this condition.. When \(c_C < 0, \Pi_C < \Pi_B\), in this case \(S_{C1} < s < 0\). When \(0 < c_C < 1, \Pi_C > \Pi_B\) when \(c \in (0, c_C)\), \(\Pi_C < \Pi_B\) when \(c \in (c_C, 1)\), in this case \(-\frac{(v+p_v)^2}{16(v-y)} < s < S_C\).